We give an example of a simple mechanical system described by the generalized harmonic oscillator equation, which is a basic model in discussion of the adiabatic dynamics and geometric phase. This system is a linearized plane pendulum with the slowly varying mass and length of string and the suspension point moving at a slowly varying speed, the simplest system with broken T -invariance. The paradoxical character of the presented results is that the same Hamiltonian system, the generalized harmonic oscillator in our case, is canonically equivalent to two different systems: the usual plane mathematical pendulum and the damped harmonic oscillator. This once again supports the important mathematical conclusion, not widely accepted in physical community, of no difference between the dissipative and Hamiltonian 1D systems, which stems from the Sonin theorem that any Newtonian second order differential equation with a friction of general nature may be presented in the form of the Lagrange equation.
Introduction
Dynamics of our world is governed and described by differential equations. Realization of this startling fact was evaluated by Newton as the most important discovery of his life. However, explicit analytical solutions of differential equations are the exception rather than the rule. This makes scientists develop special and approximate methods for the analysis of differential equations because every new step in understanding the properties of their solutions gives a further insight into a physical theory described by corresponding equations.
Thus, for example, the discovery of adiabatic invariants of the second order differential equation with slowly varying parameters was an important step in the development of quantum theory. The existence of one more remarkable property of this equation, the so-called geometric phase, was noticed only 80 years later. Historical aspects of the development of ideas related to the understanding of the properties of solutions of differential equations with slowly varying parameters as well as their theoretical, experimental and applied aspects one can find in many reviews and books (see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] ).
The quantity considered in the present paper, the geometric phase, is also known as the topological or nonholonomic phase and often associated with the names of its pioneers: Rytov, Vladimirskii, Pancharatnam, Berry, Hannay, less frequently with Ishlinskii (who gave the explanation of systematic gyroscope bias error after a long voyage), and others. In our work we consider this concept at the classical, non-quantum level and in what follows call it the geometric or Hannay phase. The geometric phase can occur both in quantum [6] and in classical [7, 8] systems. This is not astonishing in view of the actually identical second order differential equations which are the time-independent Schrödinger equation and the Newton (or Hamilton) equation for the harmonic oscillator with a linear restoring force. The analogy between quantum and classical phenomena is clearly seen, for example, when one compares the classical phenomenon of parametric resonance and the band character of the spectrum of quantum particle in a stationary periodic field: both of the phenomena are described by the Hill equation. This analogy was also repeatedly used in the study and comparison of the adiabatic dynamics of classical systems and the WKB approximation of quantum mechanics [9] . In mathematical terms, the geometric phase is a correction to the dynamical phase for the harmonic solution of a linear differential equation with the broken time-reversal invariance or, in other words, for the solution which describes the vibrational mode of motion of dynamical systems [10, 11] with slowly varying parameters.
In the present work we give an elementary example of mechanical system illustrating the physical meaning of Hamiltonian (1) and, in this way, the possible range of applicability of Hannay's [7] results. This mechanical system is a plane mathematical pendulum with the slowly varying mass and string length, and with the suspension point moving at a slowly varying speed. The fact of canonical equivalence between the considered pendulum and a damped harmonic oscillator is surprising from the physical point of view and trivial, at the same time, from mathematical point. We discuss this duality at Section 5. A complex form of GHO Hamilton function is presented in Appendix.
Generalized harmonic oscillator
The simplest second order equation which can be a demonstrative example of the existence of geometric phase in classical adiabatic dynamics [7, 8] is the equation of motion of the generalized harmonic oscillator (GHO). The importance of this example is confirmed by the fact that scientists after Hannay [7] often returned to this equation [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] using different methods for its analysis. The Hamiltonian of the GHO is given by
where Q and P are the canonically conjugate coordinate and momentum; α, β, and γ are the parameters of the generalized oscillator. When the parameters α, β and γ are constant, the energy of the system is a constant of motion. For the values of α, β and γ satisfying the inequality αγ > β 2 , solutions of the Hamilton equations take the form:
If the parameters change slowly, see Eq. (7), the motion of the oscillator can be approximately regarded as the periodic one of the form (2) with the slowly varying amplitude r and phase Θ both of which should be determined. In this case, the energy of the system is not conserved, but there is a new approximate conserved quantity, the adiabatic invariant,
which remains constant with (non-analytic) exponential accuracy ∆I ∼ exp(−1/t 0 ǫ) [16] , where t 0 is some constant determined by analytical properties of varying parameters. The phase of the oscillator is an 'almost linear' function of time.
It was shown in the works by Hannay [7] and Berry [8] that the phase of the oscillator can be represented as the sum of two quantities, Θ = Θ d + Θ g , where the dynamic Θ d and the geometric Θ g phases are:
The independence of the geometric phase of time follows from the last equation of (4), provided the adiabatic condition holds, and explains the name of this phase. The dependence of the phase on the path Γ of integration is associated with the concept of anholonomy. Reversing the direction of integration along the contour Γ changes the sign of the geometric phase, and when the parameter β, which violates the time-reversal invariance of the Hamiltonian (1), becomes zero, the geometric phase vanishes as well. If the line of variation of the parameters α, β and γ is the closed curve Γ, then the integral corresponding to the geometric phase can be converted by Stokes' theorem to the surface integral which is also independent of the time of parameter change:
where dS αβ = dα∧dβ and similar expressions are projections of oriented surface elements on relevant directions. This is the essence of Berry and Hannay's results in the application to the classical mechanics. The result (4) can be obtained [12] by averaging over the 'fast' variable Θ without appealing to the action-angle variables, as it was originally made in Hannay's work [7] . In more details this procedure is as follows: it is necessary to substitute the expressions (2) into the Hamiltonian equations of motion,
bearing in mind that the parameters α, β and γ are functions of time. Solving the obtained equations with respect toṙ andΘ and averaging them over the period of motion, one arrives at simple differential equations for α, β and γ that have the solutions given by the expressions (3) and (4). Another alternative method of obtaining the results (3) and (4) ; in the theory of differential forms such forms are called inexact. The Hannay phase cannot be calculated only on the basis of initial and final states of the oscillator and depends on the path connecting the start (α s , β s , γ s ) and end (α e , β e , γ e ) points-states of the system in the parameter space (α, β, γ). For the existence of the geometric phase (see Eq. (4)), the most significant factor is the lack of T -invariance of Hamiltonian (1) .
In spite of the simplicity, this result had a great influence on the subsequent development of the theory of dynamical systems and found numerous applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . However, until now the question, which systems can be described by the Hamiltonian of the GHO is still open. In the work [12] it was shown that the Hamiltonian (1) is canonically equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the equation of damped harmonic oscillator. The result, on the one hand, is a bit surprising but, on the other hand, leaves a feeling of dissatisfaction. In particular, the existence of other simple counterparts of the GHO among well-known systems of mechanical or other origin seems to be natural.
Plane mathematical pendulum
Let us consider the motion of simple plane linearized mathematical pendulum with the suspension point moving with a small acceleration along the vertical axis OY of the oscillation plane XOY , see Fig.1 . The speed v of the suspension point as well as two other pendulum parameters -the mass m and the length l of the string -are supposed to be slowly changing functions of time with the characteristic scale ǫ −1 much greater than the period T of harmonic oscillations of the pendulum:
ǫT << 1.
For small oscillations, the coordinates of the point m are: Here y 0 is the coordinate of the suspension point of the pendulum and φ is the deflection angle of the pendulum. The Lagrangian of the pendulum up to the terms of the first order in ǫT << 1 can be written as
where v =ẏ 0 . Using the standard Legendre transformation and introducing the generalized momentum p = ∂L/∂φ instead of generalized velocityφ, we find the
Thus, we directly arrive at the Hamilton (1) of the GHO, where the parameters of the Hamiltonian are given by:
The second term in (10) arises due to the transition to the moving frame of reference and the lack of invariance under the spatial transformation y → −y.
(Such term does not appear when the suspension point of the pendulum moves only along the horizontal axis.) The renormalization of gravity g in the third term of (10) is related to the action of forces emerging in the non-inertial frame of reference.
Substituting (11) into (3) and (5), we immediately obtain the adiabatic invariant,
and both (the dynamical and geometric) phases of the pendulum:
We would like to note here that the parameters α, β and γ of the GHO play different role in determining the geometric phase. Indeed, the expression for the geometric phase in (4) does not contain the derivative of α with respect to t. By this reason we should take into account the small parameterl in α and in Eqs. (9) and (10), and neglect terms with such derivatives in β and γ, if there are any. In view of the equality ω = αγ − β 2 , the expression for the dynamical phase also contains the parameter α and, in this way, the term withl, which should obviously be included into the geometric phase Θ g .
As can be seen from Eqs. (10) and (13), the variation of parameter v is crucial for the occurrence of the geometric phase. If the suspension point of pendulum moves with a constant speed, the geometric phase Θ g = 0. The second term in (10) is responsible for the absence of time reversal symmetry of the system. Variations of only l and m cannot give rise to the geometric phase. The variation of l in the second term of Eq. (10) is not enough for engendering the geometric phase because the terms proportional to the time derivative of l in the second and third terms of (10) cancel each other.
Thus, we have shown the canonical equivalence of the simple linearized mathematical pendulum and the GHO with adiabatically varying parameters.
Damped harmonic oscillator
In the work [12] it was shown that the Hamiltonian (1) is canonically equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the equation for the dissipative harmonic oscillator:
Indeed, it is easy to check that (14) follows from the Euler-Lagrange equation along with the generalized Caldirola-Kanai Lagrangian [12, 17, 18] ,
The Lagrangian (15) makes it possible to calculate the Hamiltonian corresponding to Eq. (14):
The equations known from the theory of canonical transformations,
establish the canonical equivalence of two different ways of describing the same Hamiltonian system. The generating function
and the expression (17) , after the identification of the parameters
allow us to verify the equivalence of (1) and (16) by direct calculation. Thus, the equivalence of the plane pendulum to the GHO, on the one hand, and the GHO to the damped harmonic oscillator (DHO), on the other hand, yield the equivalence of the plane pendulum to the DHO. The last conclusion can be verified directly by the substitution
into the Lagrangian (15) . As a result we obtain expression (9) . To obtain Caldirola-Kanai Lagrangian (15) of the damped oscillator we have to put
into (9) and find λ by eliminating the term with qq. This results in λ = v/l. Thus, we have shown that the planar pendulum (9) is canonically equivalent to the dissipative DHO (14) , (15) . The equivalence holds for the systems with slowly varying parameters (not only for the constant ones). Another complex form of the GHO Hamiltonian, which is also canonically equivalent to the original GHO Hamiltonian (1) is presented in Appendix A.
Discussion
Let us expose two different points of view on the subject under discussion. Here we call them "physical" and "mathematical".
The physicists believe that dissipative forces are outside of the scope of applicability of variational principles of analytical mechanics [19, 20] . The general point of view on applicability of this principle may be represented as follows (see, e.g., [21, 22] ). Newtonian 'vector' mechanics describes the motion of mechanical systems under the action of forces applied to them. Newton's approach does not limit the nature of the forces, which are usually divided into potential and dissipative. The Lagrange-Hamilton variational mechanics describes the motion of mechanical systems under the action of only potential forces [20, 23] . From this point the existence of Lagrangian for dissipative system and its equivalence to non-dissipative one is something extraordinary. Nevertheless the Caldirola-Kanai Lagrangian describing the dissipative oscillator is not an exceptional example of 'exotic' systems (with the equation of motion containing the time derivatives of generalized coordinates). The Caldirola-Kanai Lagrangian also describes systems with an arbitrary potential U (q) instead of M Ω 2 q 2 /2 in (15). Other example of the equation of motion and the Lagrange function for the oscillator with quadratic dependence of 'friction' on velocity reads [14] :
One more example of the systems with 'friction' is the nonlinear Hirota oscillator playing an extremely important role in the study of nonlinear evolution equations and dynamical systems [24, 25] . Its equation of motion and the Lagrange function areφ
So, we have too many examples of equations containing the time derivatives of generalized coordinates and we should look for some explanation for this phenomenon. As a matter of fact this "strange" situation have been explained more than a century ago.
The mathematical approach [26] formulates the inverse problem of the calculus of variations as the problem of finding conditions, ensuring that a given system of differential equations of motion coincides with the system of EulerLagrange equations of an integral variational functional. This problem (in recent years also known as the Sonin-Douglas problem [27] ) was first considered by Sonin [28] for one second order ordinary differential equation in 1886 (the almost forgotten paper). He proved that every second order equation has a Lagrangian. Then the same idea and approach appeared in 1894 [29] . Later, it was shown [26, 30] that for one-dimensional systems in context of the inverse problem of Lagrangian dynamics and non-uniqueness of Lagrangian there are infinitely many Lagrangians which result in the same trajectory in the configuration space for any second-order differential equation. They are not, of course, canonically equivalent in the usual sense, since they may very well give different second order equations for p and thus different orbits in the phase space.
Different Lagrangian descriptions of the same system engender different 'energies', E =q∂L/∂q − L. It turns out that, depending on a particular choice of coordinates for its Lagrangian description, a given dynamical system may be regarded either as dissipative or not.
For n 2, the Lagrangian description is generically unique [26, 31] , if there is any.
More exactly the Sonin result is as follow. Any second-order differential equation,q − F (q,q, t) = 0,
can be presented in the Lagrangian form with the Jacobi last multiplier M
The multiplier M(q,q, t) satisfies the following equation
After finding multiplier M, the Lagrangian can be get from the equation
It is easy to verify that equations (14) (with constant parameters), (22) and (25) have the following multipliers M exp(2λt), m exp(−2bq) and 1/(1 +φ 2 ) correspondingly.
So, in this way, from the mathematical viewpoint of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches, there is nothing paradoxical in the fact that the same Hamiltonian system, the generalized harmonic oscillator in our case, is canonically equivalent to the two different systems: the usual plane mathematical pendulum and the damped harmonic oscillator. Nevertheless, in some physical scientific circles there is still a popular belief that the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches are not suitable for the consideration of dissipative systems. Unfortunately, this point of view is deeply rooted and many authors keep on inventing new formulations of the principle of the least action (e.g., [22, 32] ).
Conclusion
We studied the motion of planar linearized mathematical pendulum with slowly varying parameters (the mass, the length of the suspension string and the speed of the suspension point). The Hamiltonian of the pendulum was cast into the form of the Hamiltonian for the GHO. Thus, we give the example of the simple Hamiltonian system described by the equations of the GHO. The paradoxical feature of the result is that the same Hamiltonian system, the GHO in this case, can be canonically equivalent to the two different systems, to the planar mathematical pendulum (the Hamiltonian system) and to the damped harmonic oscillator (the dissipative system with time dependent Lagrangian). This observation disputes the separation of dynamical systems into two classes of the dissipative and Hamiltonian ones. In our opinion the dividing line might be, for example, between the systems which are invariant and non-invariant with respect to the time reversal transformation.
Appendix A.
Another convenient form of Hamiltonian (1) is its complex form H z . It can be obtained after changing the variables Q and P by z and z. Taking into account the relations (A.1) one gets
